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Chapter -1 

Star office writer 

1.What  is  meant  by  text  editing ? 

 Entering   a  new  text  or  modifying  the  existing  text  in   a  

document  is  know  as  text  editing 

2.How   would  you   select  the   required   portion   of   the  

text  in   a   document ? 

 The  required   word    portion  of   a  text  can  be  selected   

using   the   keyboard   and   using    the   mouse 

3.How  would   you  switch   over  front   insert   mode   to   

type   over  mode? 

The  user  can  toggle  between  type  over  mode  and    the   insert   

mode   by   using  the  insert   key 

4.What   are  the  star office  application? 

 Create  text   document   using   star office   writer 

 Create   spreadsheets  using  star  office  calc 

 Create  presentation   using   star  office   impress 

 Create   a   database  using  star office   base 

                 Create  draw  in using in star office draw 

 

5.  How  will  you  work  with  multiple document ? 

 * click  on the  widow  menu   option  and  select  the  file  

from  the document   display 

 * click  on the  document  button  visible  on the   taskbar  

 *  these  document   can be closed   one  by  one  by  using  the  

file   close  command 
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5  marks 

 

1.  Give  the steps  involved  for   replacing  a  given  text ? 

 *choose  edit  find  and  replace  the find and  replace   

dialog  box  appear  shown  in  the 

 * in  the  search  for  box  type  the  text   you   want  to  find  

in  yours  document 

 

 

 

 In  the  replace  with  box  enter  the   replacement  word  or  

phrase 

  Click  find   to  start  the    search    

 When  writer  finds  the  first  instance of  the  word  or   phrase   

do  one  of the  following   

  To  replace  the  found  instance   of  the  text  with what   you 

enter  in the  replace  with box  click  replace  

  To  replace  all  instance  of  the   text  with  what   you    entered  

in the  replace   with  box  click  replace  all  

 To  skip the found text and to continues the search , click find 

again . 

 Click close when you have finished  the search . 
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2.Indenting  text with the paragraph dialog box ? 

     *move the insertion point to be the beginning of the paragraph to be 

indented. 

      *select format- paragraph command . 

      *click the indents and spacing tab in the paragraph dialog box.     do 

any of the following . 

      *to indent flam the left ,type the amount to be indented in the before 

text spin box or use the spin arrows to select a value. 

     *to indent text from the right, type the amount or use the after text 

spin arrows to enter the amount in the spin box . 

      *click, the ok button. 
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Chapter -2 

TEXT  FORMATTING 

1.what are the various types of paragraph  alignments that can 

be made? 

Click     to left align text  ctrl +l 

Click      to left align text  ctrl +r 

Click      to left align text  ctrl +j 

Click     to left align text  ctrl +e 

 

2.how to change the font style? 

1. Click the down arrow in the fonts combo box of font tab in 

character 

Dialog box . 

2. use FORMAT-> CHARACTER to open the character dialog box  

3. from the list of available fonts , click required one 

 4. the text change  to the  selected font . 

3. what is hanging indent? 

   The first line option can be used to indent the line of the paragraph. 

Using the sp[in arrows if a positive value is specified, the first line will 

be indented. A negative value will result in a hanging indent. 

4. what is the difference  between hard formatting and soft 

formatting? 

 A hard return is inserted every time when enter key is pressed. 

A soft returns are inserted as a line  breaks by star office writer and are 

adjusted when text is added or deleted  
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5 marks 

1.Create number and bullets list? 

Create the bullet list 

1. Select the text that  to which bullets are to added  

2. The star office writer will add bullets to each paragraph with in the 

section and number to each line 

3. Star office writer will add bullets to any blank lines vwit6h in the 

selection 

4. Click on the bullets icon                from the format tool bar , star 

office writer creates a bulleted list  
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Create the number list 

1.star office writer will add the numbers automatically and also indent 

the paragraph so that the text is aligned properly 

2.all one has to is click the numbering icon    

3.All one has to do is click the numbering icon  

4.another great thing about a numbered list is it if ne adds or deletes an 

item within  the list, 

Select the text to be numbered 

1. The star office writer will number each paragraph  

2. Blank lines with in the section  will be numbered 

3. Click    icon to create a numbered list 
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Removing number and bullets: 

To  remove bullets from a list , the list is selected and the bullets button  

is clicked. 

2.to remove numbers for the list, select the list and click the numbering 

button. 

Applying different styles for bullets and numbers: 

1. Which can be selected using FORMAT-> BULLETS AND 

NUMBERING 

2. Bullets and numbering dialog box appears 

 

 

CHAPTER 3 

           CORRECTING SPELLING MISTAKES 

1. What is auto correct option ? 

Star office writer recognise some common misspellings and 

typographic mistakes and makes the replacement automatically. 

For instance if a words is typed as “ tech” write automatically 

replace this with the correct word “ the” 

 

2. What are the ways to correct the spelling mistake in star 

office writer? 

1. Back space key is pressed to delete a misspelled word and the 

word is retyped. 

2. Pop up menu and the misspelled word is right clicked 

3. A pop up menu appears on the screen . if the correct spelling 

on the replacement 
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3.how  to create auto correct entry? 

  1. if the error and its correction are to be the auto correct list the 

following command is used to : 

TOOLS-> AUTO CORRECT 

3. With the replace tab selected the work to be replaced typed in the 

replace text box the replacement word in the with text box. 

 

5 marks 

1. How do checking the spelling after the document is 

typed? 

 

1. TOOLS->SPLLEING-> CHECK  is selected or abc  is clicked  

To check a part of the document only that portion is selected. 

2. The f7 key may also be pressed to select the spelling command 

3. NOT IN DICTIONARY  text area  displays the misspelled 

word and the suggestions list displays any alternative spellings 

4. To skip this occurrence but stop on the next one . IGNORE 

ONCE IS CLICKED .to skip all occurrences of this word 

INNORE ALL button is clicked 

5.  TO replace the word with one of the selected spellings in the 

suggestions list that spelling is clicked , and change this 

occurrence and change  all button is clicked tom replace all 

occurrence  of the word 

     6.if none of the replacement is correct , correction can be made 

manually in the not in dictionary text area , add button is clicked to add 

the word to the dictionary 
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Chapter-4 

WORKING WITH TABLES 

1. How will you create a table in the document ? 

          The steps used to create a simple , default –style table are  

1.When table – insert-table is selected from the menu bar , the insert table 

dialog box appears on the screen  

2.In the name text box the name of the table is given . using the spin 

arrows in the columns and rows text box the number of columns and rows 

are entered   

2.how to change the width of a columns  in a table ? 

To change the row/ columns width ,follow these step ; 

1.To resize a columns , place  the cursor in a table cell , hold down alt, 

and then press the left or the right arrow . to resize the 

column without changing the width of the table , hold 

down alt+ctrl and the press the left or the right arrows 

2.alternatively if table – table properties command is used to get a table 

format dialog box. Choose the columns tab and type 
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columns size in the columns width spin boxes and click ok 

butter to change the column width . 

3.how to make the selected rows and columns of the same size 

? 

           The steps to make the selected row and column the same size are;   

             1.select the rows and column that are to be resized . 

             2.to make all columns even ,right click inside the table and select 

column – space equally in the pop-up menu. 

             3.to make all rows even  ,right click inside the table and   select 

row – space  equally in the   pop-up menu.  

 

4.how will you insert column is a table in star office writer ? 

         1.To insert a column ,select the insert column icon in the table 

formatting toolbar . now a new column is inserted to the right of the 

present column .  

       2.  To insert more than one column , use the command table –insert 

–column . insert column dialog box appears. Here one can select the 

required quantity and click ok . 

5.write the command to delete row or column in star office 

writer?  

         Row or column can be deleted in star office writer by command. 

        *table –delete – rows (or) table – delete – column  

6.how will you add and delete rows and columns in a table ? 

        1. To insert a row ,select the insert rows icon and press once .now a 

new row is insert below the present row . 

        2. row or columns can be deleted in star office writer by the 

command. 

        Table –delete –rows or table- delete –columns. 
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5-marks 

1. Explain the table formatting toolbar . 

 

 

The function of each icon in the toolbar is indicated below.  

  -table fixed  

     -table fixed ,proportional 

    -table, variable 

   -merge cell – this icon is used to combine two are more cell 

into a single cell. 

      -split cells – this icon is used to split a cell in to two are more 

cells . 

  -optimise – clicking on this icon displays a pop-up menu with 

options like space columns equally , space rows equally , optimum 

. row  height and optimum columns width. 

   -inserting row – this icon insert a to the right  row below the 

current row. 

 -inserting column – this icon insert a column to the right of the 

current column. 

   -delete row – this icon deletes the current the current row 

from the table. 

   -delete column- this icon deletes the current columns from the 

table. 

                 -borders – this icon displays a floating toolbar with different                                                      

border option for the table. 
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 -line style –this  icon is used to choose the style of line to be used 

from the border. 

  -border colour – clicking on this icon displays a palette of 

colour that can be used as a border colour for the table. 

 

Chapter-5 

PAGE FORMATTING 

1.What are the two types of page orientation ?  

      1. A document will be more than the width .this is called portrait                                             

2.A document will be more than the length. This is called landscape. 

 2. what is called portrait?  

                A document will be more than the width . this  is called 

portrait. 

 3.what is called landscape?  

                  A document will be more than the length. This is called 

landscape. 

4.how can the ruler be used to change the margin?  

          1.The user is not having the exact value for the   margins  

          2.Then the ruler option and the view menu can be used to change 

the margin . 

5.what is meant by header?  

           Header is an area at the top of pages  

 6.what is meant by footer ?  

         Footer is an area at the bottom of the page  
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7. changing the margin type ?  

         Using any one of the following methods  

   Margins can be changed  

         1.page style dialog box  

          2.changing margins using rulers  

 

 

 

 

 

5 marks 

 1.what are methods of margins using can be changed ? 

Page style dialog box : 

                 1.format  -page command is selected.   A dialog box as shown 

in the figures   

2.click the page tab if necessary  

 3.in margins group ,type the new values in the spin boxes or use the 

spin arrows to change the value ,click  the ok button  

4.Use the page preview option in the file menu can be use see the change 

this option gives an overall  pictures  of the document and visually 

shows to the user how the change has affected document  
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Changing margins using the rulers: 

1.if the ruler is not displayed in the screen view ruler option is clicked  

2.the gray area of the ruler indicates the margins top area . 

 3.the mouse pointer is then moved in between the gray and white area 

of the ruler  

  4.when the pointer is the right spot ,it changes into a line with arrows 

on both sides  

  5.the margin guide is dragged to a new location  
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2.How will you create footer with header ? 

                  Rather than typing this information on every page a header 

is an area at the top of page and footer is an area at the bottom of page 

the user can specify what he wants to display in this area and star office 

writer will insert the specified text automatically on each page .to create 

a header the header tab on the page style dialog box can be used  

                 In the dialog box ,the header on check box clicked . 

                   Four spin boxes are also displayed . in the spin boxes 

distance of the header from the distance from the  left margin and the 

right margin are entered . 
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FOOTER DIALOG BOX 

The same procedure is followed for creating footer .the different is, to 

create footer , the footer tab is clicked instead of the header tab. 

1. format –page menu bar  

                *click in the header or footer area . 

                *click on insert –fields . a sub menu with a list of option in the 

list will insert the appropriate text in all the pages . for example, 

clicking on insert – filed – page number will insert page .normal text 

can also be including in the header and footer to do so ,simple type the 

text  where  you want if .    
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Chapter  6 

SPREADSHEET 

 

   1..define briefly a spreadsheet and describe its basic 

structure ? 

                             An electronic spreadsheet is a work sheet used in a 

computer to create and quickly perform what if analysis of interrelated 

column data made up of rows and columns 

2.LIST CAN WE CHANGE THE DATA PRESENT IN A CELL ? IF 

SO NOW? 

To edit the contents in a cell ways are  

1.type in the new data . the new data simply overwrite the old contents 

of the cell 

2.click on the formula bar with the mouse press the f2 function key or 

simple double click on the cell . a vertical cursor or appears on the 

formula bar. Mouse the cursor to the left arrow bar key or back space 

key and edit the data 

3. WHAT ARE THE FUNCTION AND AN EXAMPLE? 

  Functions are predefined formulae available  in star office calc. Star 

office calc has wide variety of functions that  allows us to perform 

several frequency done  calculations. 

Ex: sort , sum 

4.WHAT IS MEANT BY RANGE? 

 A continuous group of cells in a worksheet is called a range 

Ex: a1: c5 
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5.WHAT IS DATA ARITHMETIC? 

1. add a number to date and arrive at a new date 

2. find the difference between two dates 

3. use a wide variety of functions and formats to get what is require 

Example; to calculate the difference between two dates 05/01/15 and 

12/8/70 , enter the two dates in two different cell .in a third cells enter 

the formula as first as second cell the result will be displayed as 12572 

6.WRITE THE ORDER  OF PRECEDENCE OF STAROFFICE 

CALC OPERATORS? 

1. exponentiation (^) 

2.negative(-) 

3.multiplation and division (*,/) 

4. addition and subtraction ( +,-) 

7.MENTION FEW COMMAN APPLICATION OF SPREADSHEET? 

1.pay bills 

2.income tax calculation 

3.invoice or bills 

4.account statement 

5.cost benefits analysis 

6.tender evaluation 

7.result analysis  of students 
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5 mark 

 

1.What are the various icons in the insert object tool bar in worksheet 

 

 This purpose, click on the Insert  object from View – toolbar. 

   A floating tool bar appears with the following icons in the order listed 

below. 

 Insert chart Icon 

 Insert formula icon 

 Insert floating frame icon 

 Insert movie and sound icon 

 Insert OLE object icon 

 Insert Applet icon 

 

  

 

Insert chart icon: 

 This icon is used for presenting the data in the worksheet in form 

of chart of different kinds such as bar chart,  

 Pie chart, Lines, X-Y plot  etc. 

 More details on charting are given in a later section. 

Insert formula icon: 

 This icon is used for inserting a formula in the worksheet for 

performing calculations. 

Insert floating frame icon: 

 This icon provides to generate a scrolling screen within a 

worksheet. 
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Insert movie and sound icon: 

 This icon is used to insert sound or video files into the current 

worksheet. 

Insert OLE object icon. 

 This icon is user to insert object from other application into a 

worksheet.  

Insert Applet icon: 

 This icon is used to import applet written in Java programming 

language into the worksheet. 

 

2.Function How will you use it in a worksheet explain with an example: 

 Star office calc has wide variety of function that allow you to 

perform several frequently done calculation.  Function are 

formula that star office calc.  To select a function for to  insert 

menu select. 

 The function position menu function wizard dialog box appears.  

A list of all function is displayed.  The function box when all is 

selected in the category box.  If a category is selected. 

 The function related to that category alone will be displayed in 

the function box. 

To select a function: 

A, select the category in the category box. 

            B, scroll down the list to find the function you want. 

            C, click once on the function name to see a short elecription of that 

function on the right side of the window. 

            D, Double click on it insert it into the worksheet. 

 The function wizard short cut icon on the formula bar can also be 

used. 
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To select and insert functions: 

   Ex: 

 To insert the SQRT function [ A function to find the sequence root 

of a number ] 

 Place the curser in the cell.  Where you want to insert the 

function and click on the function and wizard icon. 

 Select Mathematical from category. 

3.HOWCAN YOU GENERATE A SERIES OF VALUE? 

  1. choose the command edit -> fill ->series . this options fill series dialog 

box 

2. select the  type of series 

3. specify the direction , start  value and increment and click ok 

 

 

Example for linear type series: 

1. Select the ranges a1:a5 in the worksheet  

2. Click on edit->fill-> series 

3. Enter 2 as star value 

4. 2 as  the increment 

5. Linear as type 

6. Down as direction and click ok 
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Example for growth type series: 

1. Select the ranges b1:b5 in the worksheet  

2. Click on edit->fill-> series 

3. Enter 2 as star value 

4. 2 as  the increment 

5. Growth  as type 

6. Down as direction and click ok 

Example for date  type series: 

1. Enter the date as 01/01/12 into a cell, say c1 

2. Select this cell and adequate number of cells in worksheet . 

select the ranges C1:c5  

3. Click on edit->fill-> series 

4. Select day as date unit 

5. 7 as the increment 

6. click ok 
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4.Multiple work sheets. 

 In star office calc a spread sheet contain multiple sheets pack sheet 

has its own named and s list at sheet appear as tab at the bottom  of 

the window. 

 To select a different sheet, click the table with the sheets name the tab 

of the selected sheet appear in white. 

 Each sheet a spread sheet can be used entirely or independently of the 

other sheets the user can all make them dependent on each other be 

referring the data in other sheet on using the data from another sheet 

in calculation. 

 For example. The user can enter data in sheet 1 and sheet 2 and can do 

the calculation in sheet 2. 

 The user can calculate the sum of the, number in the cell. 

 A 1 of sheet 1 and of sheet 2 and store the result in A3 of sheet. 

 To do this, type 3-0 formula as=sum (sheet 1 A1; sheet 2. A1) 

 Here is another example, let the cell B4 and C4 in sheet 1 have number 

87 and 54 Respectively let the cell B4 and C4 in sheet 2 have number 

45 and c4 sheet 1 and respectively. 

 

 

 ork sheet with value in sheet now, let us all cell value  B4 and C4 in the 

two sheet and store the total in cell 05 of sheet 2 for. 

 This purpose, enter the 30 formula = sum ( sheet 1 B4 C4 : sheet 2 B4 : 

C4 ) 
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 In this formula the (col. In) spiriting formula the cell of the same sheet 

adds up the value of B4 and C4 in that sheet and the (semi colon) adds 

up the sum of B4 and C4 of sheet 1 and 2. 

 

 Work sheet if the user click the printer icon on the function bar 

(standard tool bar) all the data in the sheet document will be printed. 

 To print of part of the worksheet select the range to be printed and 

click on format – Print Ranges – Edit – select the print range. 

 Now, if the user click on the point icon, only. 

 The selected range will be printed to remove the print range setting 

click on format -  Print range – Delete. 

 Print option under the file menu can be used to print the worksheet 

the point dialog box appears. 

 In the point dialog box, under print range choose the option. 

 All to print all the sheets in the document select the option range of 

specify the pages which are to be printed. 

 The selection option all the user to print only the selected area in a 

worksheet. 

 The page view option on the file menu can be used to preview a 

worksheet before printing. 

 The said procedure will print the worksheet without grids. 

 Click on the sheet tap in the dialog box, which appears click the grids 

check box to printer the worksheet with gird lines. 
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CHAPTER. 7 

DATA  BASE 

1. what is a database? 

 A database is a repository of collection of related data (or) facts.  

It arranges then in a specific structure. 

2. Define data variable? 

 Variable refers to the name of memory location that can connect 

only one data at any point of time. 

3. Define Data? 

 The term to data comes from the words datum.  Which means 

facts.  The data is as fact, place (or) entities. 

                               Ex: vijay, 16. 

4, Define Information? 

 Information is define as set of processed data that convey the 

relationship between data considered some operations on 

computations on the data of the variable. 

5. Define query? 

Queries are special views of the data in a table.  Unlike sort, the 

output from a query does not affect the original table. 

6. Define primary key? 

 A  primary key is a key that uniquely indentifies a record in a 

database table.  In relationship database, a primary key can 

consists of one or more field. 

                           Ex: In a mark list table reg no is primary key since a 

students record. 
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7. Differentiate query and filters? 

 A filters is  also a type of query.  If is also used to select and 

display records, which match a certain condition.  The remaining 

records are hidden from the user. 

8. Explain how to use Auto filter? 

 The Auto filter icon is available on the toolbar, displays only the 

records, which value of the current field. 

9. Define filter? 

 Filter are features for displaying and browsing a selected list or 

sub select of records from table. 

 

 

5 mark. 

1. Manipulation of  Data base? 

 Searching 

 sorting 

 merging 

 performing calculations on data 

 filtering 

 Editing the database 

 Report generation 

Searching: 

 Searching the process select a desired basic data from a data base  

                          ( Ex: student ranking first in class ) 

Sorting: 

 Sorting is the process arranged the data in a table in some order. 

                         ( Ex: aliphatic order) 
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Merging: 

 Merging is a process of joining data from two or more tables at 

they same are different data base. 

                      ( Ex: student data base ) 

 Such as mark least for different classes. 

Performing calculation on data: 

 Arithmetic calculation on the data store in the data base. 

                     ( Ex: total markers of the subjects of a students ) 

Filtering: 

 Using filter is a way of a limiting the information appears on 

screen. 

                    ( Ex: filters are a future for displaying are processing a select 

list are set of record form a table)  

Editing the data base: 

 Editing the  base performing correction on the existing  data 

deleting  the existing data adding the data    

Report generation : 

       Generate any dissert report from the data of the data base  

ex:  student database   

high scored marks 

minimum marks       

fail marks                                                                                                                                 
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2, what is a database types? 

 There are five types of database based on the conceptual 

structures, the database can be classified as follows: 

 Flat – file database 

 Relational database 

 Hierarchical database 

 Network database 

 Object – oriented database 

 

Flat – file database: 

 Data base file that consists of a single data table is a flat – file 

database. 

 Flat – file data base can be quick useful for certain single user or 

small group. 

                      ( Ex: for address, inventories ) 

Relational database: 

 Relation structure represents data base made up of a set or 

related table. 

 The common field or fields are called the key. 

Primary key: 

 Primary key means primary key that uniquely indentifies a record 

in a database. 

Hierarchical database: 

 Hierarchical data base structure were primarily used on 

mainframe computer. 

 Hierarchical record are organized in a tree like structure by typed  

                     (Ex: parent – child ) 

Network  database: 

 Network database structure of the hierarchical structure of one 

record type can be selected another number of record. 
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Object oriented database: 

 Object oriented database is never structure. 

 Object oriented structure group data and the ( characteristics, 

attributes, procedures ) 

 

Chapter 8 

MULTIMEDIA 

 

1, what is multimedia? 

 Multimedia is a computer based presentation technique that in 

corporate text graphics, sound, animations, and video elements. 

 A combination of these elements grabs the viewers attention and 

retains it. 

2, Define morphing? 

 Morphing is a technique by which the user can blend two or more 

image a form a new image. 

3, Define warping? 

 Warping is the technique of distorting a single image to represent 

something else. 

4. what are the two types of video compression? 

 The two type of video compressions are: 

i. Lossless compression: Retain the exact image throughout the 

compression. 

ii. Lossy compression:  provides a compare actively higher ratio of 

compression but results in some loss of quality. 
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5. Explain : MIDI, AIFF, MPEG, AVI. 

a) MIDI : musical instrument Digital interface. 

b) AIFF : Audio interchange file format. 

c) MPEG : Moving picture Experts group. 

d) AVI : Audio video Inter leave. 

 6.compare lossless and lossy video compressions? 

Lossless compressions 

1.  Retains the exact images 

2. compressions ratio is less 

Lossy compressions 

1.resulet in some loss at quality  

2. compression ratio is highest 

7.Creating a 3-D animation is a 3-step process? 
 
1. Modeling 
2. Animating 
3. Rendering 
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Chapter -9 

PEESENTATION 

1.what is rehearse timings? 

Rehearse timings a of slide changes: 

1. Star office assists in defining the right rehearse timings for automatic 

slide changes. 

2.star office records the display time for each slide soothe next time you 

play the show with automatic slide changes ,the timing will be as 

recorded 

2.HOW   WILL   CHANGES SILDE BACKGROUND ? 

 Choose FORMAT-> PAGE -> BACKGROUNG SELECT BACK GROUND FILL 

OPTION 

Colour 

Gradient  

Hatching 

Bitmap image 

3.What is   custom animation ? 

This page displays various options that allow the user to add or modify 

animation effects  to elements of a slide 

4.What is slide transition? 

This page displays various transition effects that can be attached to a 

slide along with other options that allow the user to control the transition 

of the slides .  note that the user can have a different transition for each 

slide in presentation.  
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5. What is Master Page? 
 
 This page can be used to specify basic background 
information that needs to be included in all the slides 
 For example, 
you can insert a company logo to the master slide and it will appear in 
all the slides. 
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VOLUME –II 

COMPUTER SCIENCE 
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CHAPTER-1 

 

OBJECT ORINTED CONCEPTS USING C++ 

1.WHAT IS  SIGNIFICANE OF AN OBJECT? 

     i)An object it is  a group of related functions and data that servers 

those functions  

      ii) An  object is a kind of self sufficient “sub program” with a 

specific function area 

2. what is encapsulation ? 

    The mechanism by which the data and functions are bound to  gether   

with in an object definition is called encapsulation. 

3. what is polymorphism? 

  The ability of an object to respond differently to different message  is 

called  polymorphism 

4.what is meant by inheritance? 

  A new class derived from base class 

5.Different  in  polymorphism  and  inheritance? 

Polymorphism promoters reduced 

Software complexity as multiple 

Definition are permitted to an 

operator or functions 

 Inheritance allows a class to be 

derived from existing class 

inheritance  increases the 

functionality of a derived class and 

also promotes reusability of code 
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Chapter -2 

OVERVIEW OF C++ 

1.Define tokens? 

Token s are the basic types of elements essential for program 

coding. 

It is individual unit in a program 

2. Define keywords? 

Keyword have special meaning to the language compiler . these are 

reserved words for special purpose . ex: break , auto, do. If , switch. 

3. define pointer variable? 

 1.A pointer is a variable that holds a memory address  

2.pointer provide the means through  which  the memory location of a 

variable can be directly accessed. Ex:int* ptr; 

4.write a short notes on conditional operator? 

 Ternary operator (?:) is also called conditional operator  . the general 

syntax is E1?E2, E3 where E1, E2, E3 are operands   
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Chapter -3 

BASIC STATEMENTS 

1. Define assignment statement? 

An assignment statement  , assign values on the right hand side of an 

expression to the variable on the left hand side of the assignment 

operator „=‟ is the assignment operator 

2.What are rules for the formation of nested loops? 

1. An outer loop  and inner loop cannot  have the same control 

variable , as it will lead to logical errors. 

2. The  inner loop must be completely nested inside the body of 

the outer loop 

3.Differentiate continue and break statement? 

  

4.what is short notes on if statement? 

 if statement is the simplest of all the decision statements. It is 

implemented two forms .  

simple statement 

if(exp) 

{ 

Action black 

 

The next iteration of the lop to take 

place , skipping any code following 

the continue statement in the loop 

body 

The test condition evaluates to false . 

under certain situations one desires 

to terminate the loop , irrespective of 

the test expression   
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5 mark 

1. Explain Control structure ? 

1. If statement 

2.  If else statement 

3. Nested if statement 

If statement 

If ( expression ) 

{ 

Action  black; 

} 

EX: 

IF ( A>O) 

{ 

COUT <<”POSITIVE”; 

} 

IF  ELSE STATEMENT 

If (expression) 

{ 

Action black-1: 

} 

Else 

{ 

Action black-2: 

} 
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Ex: 

If ( a>0) 

{ 

Cout << “ positive”; 

} 

Else  

{ 

Cout<<”negative “ 

} 

NESTED IF STATEMENT: 

if ( exp 1) 

if ( exp 2) 

{ 

action black -1; 

} 

Else 

{ 

action black –2; 

} 

Else 

{ 

action black –3; 

} 
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Ex: 

  If ( grade ==‟a‟) 

If ( basic > 5500) 

{ 

 Incentive= basic * 10 / 100; 

} 

Else 

{ 

Incentive= basic * 5 / 100; 

} 

Else 

{ 

Cout<<” try to attain grade a”; 

} 
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2.SWITCH  STATEMENT 

This is a multiple branching statement where, based on a 
condition, the control is transferred to one of the many 

possible points. 

SYNTAX: 

Switch( exp) 

{ 

Case1: 

Action black1; 

Break; 

Case2: 

Action black2; 

Break; 

Case3: 

Action black3; 

Break; 

Case4: 

Action black4; 

Break; 

Default ; 

Action black  n; 

} 
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Ex: 

Switch ( day) 

{ 

Case 1: 

Cout<< “ Monday”; 

break; 

Case 2: 

Cout<< “ Tuesday”; 

break; 

Case 1: 

Cout<< “wensday”; 

break; 

Case 1: 

Cout<< “ Thursday”; 

break; 

Case 1: 

Cout<< “ Friday”; 

break; 

Case 1: 

Cout<< “ Saturday”; 

break; 

Case 1: 

Cout<< “ Sunday”; 

break; 

Default: 

Cout <<” no days”; 

} 
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3.Explain loops statement 

While  

while <(condition)>{ … } loop : is called as the entry-
check 
loop. The basic syntax is : 

While (condition ) 

{ 

Action black; 

} 

Ex 

While (i<=b) 

{ 

c=a*b; 

} 

Do while  

The construct of a do .. while loop 

do … while <(condition)> is called as exit- check loop, 
as the 
condition(test expression)  

Do 

{ 

Action black; 

} 

While ( condition ) 
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Ex: 

Do  

{ 

Cout << num * num<<‟\t‟: 

Num+=1; 

} 

While (num>b) 

} 

For statement 

For ( initial value ; test – condition ; increment or decrement) 

{ 

Action block; 

} 

 

Ex  

for(i = 1; i < 6; i++) 
 

Increment (1st segment) 
 
Test condition (2nd segment) 
 
Initialisation of control variable 
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FUNCTION S  C++ ENHANCEMENTS 

CHAPTER -4 

 

1.write the advantages of using functions? 

1. reusability of code 

2.reduce the size of program. 

2.what is inline functions? 

inline functions like a normal functions in the source file but inserts the 

function code directly into the calling program. 

Inline functions execute faster but require more memory space. 

3.differntiate call by value and cal by reference 

Value can be passed as constants 

or variables expressions  

Value can be passed in the form of 

variable only 

Any change in the formal 

parameter is not reflected back to 

the actual parameter 

Any change in the formal 

parameter is not reflected in actual 

parameter 

 

4.what is meant by  parameters? 

Parameters are the channels through which data flows call statement to 

function and vice versa 

5.genteral syntax for prototype? 

<type> < function indentifier> < arguments> 

Ex: 

Void fun(char); 

Int max( int int); 

Int max ( int a int b); 
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5 mark 

1.Explain call by value 

(1) The called function creates new variable to stone the value of the 

arguments passed to it. 

(2) The method copies the values of actual parameters into the formal 

parameters. 

(3) The function create its own copy of arguments and then uses 

them. 

 

# include <iostream.h> 

# include<conio.h> 

int add(int a,int b) 

 { 

   return a+b; 

       } 

Void main() 

{  

int x1,x2,sum: 

cin>> x1>>x2; 

Sum= add(x1,x2); 

cout<<sum; 

} 
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2.Explain call by reference 

(1) The called function arguments – formal parameters become alias 

to the actual parameters in the calling function. 

(2) The function is working with its own argument. 

(3) It is actually working on the original data. 

 

# include<iostream.h> 

Void swap (int &n1, int &n2  

{ 

 int temp; 

temp = n1; 

n1=n2; 

n2=temp; 

cout<<‟\n‟<<n1<<‟\t‟<<n2<<‟n‟; 

} 

Void main() 

{  

int m1=10, m2=20; 

clrscr(); 

cout<<”\n values before swap call‟ 

<<‟\t\<<m<<‟\t\<<m2; 

Swap(m1,m2); 

Cout<<”\n calling swap.......”; 

Cout<<”\t Back to main  values are <<‟\t<<m1<<‟\t‟<<m2; 

getch();  

} 

Output 

 Values before in working swap 

   10 20 

 Calling  swap 

   20 10 

Back to main values are 

   20 10 
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3.Explain Inline functions 

1. Reusability of code. 

2. Saving memory space 

3. Reduce the code size 

4. Looks like normal function code directly into the calling 

function 

5. Inline functions exceed faster but require more memory 

space. 

# include<iostream.h> 

# include<conio.h> 

Inline float convent- feet(int x) 

{ 

Return x*12; 

} 

Void main() 

{ 

Clrscr(); 

int inches =45; 

cout<<convent – feet (inches); 

getch(); 

} 
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STRUCTURED DATA TYPE - ARRAYS 

Chapter -5 

 

1.what is array? 

An array is collection of variables of the same type are referenced by 

common name 

2.type of array? 

1.one dimensional array:  only one elements 

syntax: array name [size]; 

ex: int English [40]; 

2.Multi- dimensional array : more than elements 

Systax: array name[row size][ column size]; 

Ex: char name [40][30]; 

3.what is array of strings? 

Array of strings  is  a two dimensional character  array .  the size of first 

index (rows) determines the number of strings and size of second index 

(column) determine maximum length of each string 

4.What is strings? 

Strings are other wise called as literals which are treated as single 

dimensional array. 

Ex: char name[10]; 

5.strlen()==strlen(char*) returns the numbers of characters  stored in 

the array  

name=” raja” = 4 

strcpy() == strcpy (char* char*)copies source string to target string  
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strcmp()==strcmp(char* char*) compares the two given strings 

 

 

 

CLASSS AND OBJECTS 

Chapter -6 

1.define class? 

1. a class a new way of creating and implementing a user defined data 

type 

2.classes provide a method  for  packing to gether data of different data 

type.  

Class  simple 

{ 

Int  rono; 

Int m1,m2: 

}; 

2.what are the two parts class specification? 

1. class declaration  

2. class function definitions 

2.define encapsulation? 

 The binding of data and functions to gether in to a single entity is 

referred to as encapsulation 

3.Defie data abstraction? 

   Instruments  allowing only selected  access of components to objects 

And to members  other classes is called data abstraction 

4.define data hiding? 
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 The members and functions declared under private are not accessible 

by members outside the class  this is referred to as data hiding 

5. what is meant by array of objects in c++? 

Object of a class can be defined by using arrays . so one create more 

number of objects with same name for class .  

 

 

POLYMORPHISM 

Chapter -7 

1.What is polymorphism? 

   The word  polymorphism means many forms (poly- many, 

morph-shapes) 

2.what is function invoked in function overloading? 

1. the compiler adopts B EST MATCH strategy 

2. look for the extract match of a function prototype with that of a 

function call  statement 

3. in case an exact match is not available, it looks  for the nearest match 

4. that is the  compiler will  promote integral data promotions and then 

match the cal statement will function prototype. 

4. define operator overloading?   

  The mechanism of giving special meaning to an operator is called  

operator overloading 

5.Define function overloading? 

  The ability of the function to process  the message(or) data than one 

from is called function overloading 

 

5 mark 
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1.What are the rules for function overloading? 

 

1. Each overloading function must differ either by the number of its 

formal parameters or their data types. 

2. The return type of overload functions may not be the same data 

type. 

3.  The default arguments of overloaded functions are not 

considered by the c++ compiler as part of the parameter list. 

4. Do not the same function name for two unrelated functions 

 

 

 

2.What is advantage of operator overloading? OR  function  

overloading 

  1. only exiting operators can be overloaded. New operators cannot be 

created  

2. The overloaded operator must have  at least one operand of user 

defined type 

3.The basic definition of an operator of an operator  can not be replaced 

or in other words one cannot redefine the function of an operator . one 

can give additional functions  to an operator. 

4.overloaded operators be have in the  same way as the basic operators 

in terms of their operands 

5.when binary operators are overloaded ,the left hand object must be an 

object of the relevant class. 

6. binary operators overloaded through a member function take one 

explicit argument 
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CONSTRUCORS AND DESTUCORS 

Chapter -8 

1.What is constructor? 

    Constructor , with out parameters ( non parameterized)  it is called 

constructor 

2.What is destructors? 

  Destructors is a function that removes the memory  of an object , 

which was allocated by the constructor at the tince of creating a object , 

it carries the same names as the class tag , but with a tilde(`~) as prefix 

3.what is functions of constructor? 

  Functions of constructor are 

1. The constructor function initializes the class object  

2. The memory space is allocated to an object 

 

 

5 mark 
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1.Rules for constructors? Or constructor overloading? 

 

1. The name of the constructor must be same as that of the class 

2.  A constructor can have parameter list 

3. The constructor function can be overloaded  

4. The compiler  generates a  constructor is the absence of a user 

defined constructor 

5. The constructor is executed automatically 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rules for destructor? 

1. The same name as that of the class prefixed by the tilde character  

2.  The destructor can not have arguments 

3.  it has no return type 

4. Destructor  can not be overload 

5. In the absence of user defined destructor . it is generated by the 

compiler 

6. The destructor is executed  automatically 

7. When the control  reaches the end of class scope. 
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INHERITANCE 

Chapter -9 

 

1. What is inheritance? 

It is a process of creating new classes called derived classes from 

the exiting (or) base class 

2. Advantage of inheritance?( 5 MARK) 

 

REUSABILITY OF CODE : many application are developed in 

an organization code developed  for the application can be reused 

in another application if such functionality is required . this saves 

lot of development time. 

CODE SHARING:   the method of the base class can be shared by 

the derived class 
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CONSISTENCY OF INHERTANCE: the inherited attributes and 

methods provide a similar interface to the calling methods 

 

3. type of  inheritance? 

1. Single inheritance 

2. Multiple inheritance 

3. Multilevel inheritance 

4.Define abstract class ? 

     Classes used only for deriving other classe4s are called abstract class 

5.Define base class? 

A base class is a class from which other classes are derived .  

a derived class can inherit members of a base class 

6. what is  meant by accessibility? 

 An important feature inheritance is know as to when a member of a 

base class can be used  by the objects  or the members of the derived 

class 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5 mark 

Types 0f  inheritance? 

1. Single  inheritance 

2. Multiple  inheritance 

3. Multilevel  inheritance 

 

SINGLE  INHERITANCE 
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Derived class inherits only from one base class it is called as single 

inheritane 

BASE CLASS - EMPLOYEE 

  

 

 

 

MULTIPLE  INHERITANCE 

 

Derived class inherits from multiple base class  it called as Multiple  

inheritance 

BASE CLASS 

ADDRESS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MULTILEVEL  INHERITANCE 

 

  A class derived from another derived class it id called as multilevel 

in heritance 

DERIVED CLASS - MANAGER 

BASE CLASS  

OFFICE 

DERIVED CLASS- MANAGER 
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BASE CLASS- GRAND FATHER 

 

DERIVED CLASS - FATHER 

 

 

  

 

 

3. Base class and derived class or derived class and base class 

1. The keyword class to be used 

2. The name of the derived class is to be given after the keyword 

class 

3. A single colon 

4. Type of derivation , namely private, public , protected 

5. The name of the base class or parent class 

6. The remainder of the derived class definition. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IMPACK OF COMPUTERS ON SOCIETY 

Chapter  10 

 

DERIVED CLASS - SON 
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1.What is meant by e- banking? 

  The comfort of the home by using internet facilities . it include 

depositing (or) with drawing money from the account , securing loans , 

paying bills related to telephones , electricity and locker facilities 

2.what is  memo frame? 

Memo frame  is a device to easy internet with other people  through 

touch screen , scanner and micro phone. 

3.what is use of  atm ? 

  1. advance machines like atm enable withdrawal  of money from the 

accounts in a particular bank any time and any where.  

2. helps the user  in emergency situations where money is needed  during 

rights and holydays  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

IT ENABLED SERVIES 

Chapter -11 
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1. Mention  IT  enabled services ? 

1.  E- governace 

2.   Call centres 

3. Data management 

4. Medical transcription 

5. Data digitization  

6. Web based services 

2.Define  data management? 

        Data  management is a category of it enabled services pertaining to  

collection digitization and processing of data coming from various 

sources 

3.Define digitization  ? 

   Digitization  refers to the conversion of non digital  metrical to digital 

form  

 Ex: moving image  

Sound , may be digitized 
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COMPUTER ETHIES 

Chapter -12 

1.what is meant by computer crime? 

 A computer crime  is any illegal activity using computer software , data 

or access as the object , subject or instrument of the crime 

2.what is meant by ethics? 

 Ethics  is the set of rules for determining normal standards or 

What is considered as socially acceptable behaviours. 

3.what is  meant by  piracy 

 Making and using duplicate  hard ware and software is called piracy 

4.what is cracking? 

   Cracking  is the illegal access to the network or computer system 

illegal  use of special resources in the  system is key reason  for cracking 

5.What is virus? 

 A virus  is a  self , replicating program that can  cause damage  to data 

and files stored on your computer  
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